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Abstract

Ozone in the troposphere is a pollutant and greenhouse gas, and it is crucial to better understand its transport from the ozone-

rich stratosphere. Tropopause folding, wherein stratospheric air intrudes downward into the troposphere, enables stratosphere-

to-troposphere ozone transport (STT). However, systematic analysis of the relationship between folding and tropospheric ozone,

using data that can both capture folding’s spatial scales and accurately represent tropospheric chemistry, is lacking. Here, we

compare folding in both high-resolution (0.25°) reanalysis ERA5 and low-resolution (0.75°) chemical reanalysis CAMSRA over

one year. High-resolution folding is dramatically more frequent and significantly better-correlated with tropospheric ozone. In

particular, folding of deep tropospheric extent is nearly 100% missing at low resolution, and folding–ozone correlations increase

most with resolution along midlatitude storm tracks, where deep folding is most common. Our results imply that STT is more

attributable to tropopause folding than implied by low-resolution analysis, likely associated with resolving filamentary, deep

folding.
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Key Points:11

• Tropopause folding is significantly more frequent with increasing atmospheric grid-12

cell resolution.13

• Nearly 90% of folding in ERA5 (nearly 100% of Deep folding) is unrepresented14

at the resolution of ERA-Interim.15

• High-resolution folding is more strongly correlated with tropospheric ozone, driven16

by deeper and more filamentary folding.17
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Abstract18

Ozone in the troposphere is a pollutant and greenhouse gas, and it is crucial to better19

understand its transport from the ozone-rich stratosphere. Tropopause folding, wherein20

stratospheric air intrudes downward into the troposphere, enables stratosphere-to-troposphere21

ozone transport (STT). However, systematic analysis of the relationship between fold-22

ing and tropospheric ozone, using data that can both capture folding’s spatial scales and23

accurately represent tropospheric chemistry, is lacking. Here, we compare folding in both24

high-resolution (0.25°) reanalysis ERA5 and low-resolution (0.75°) chemical reanalysis25

CAMSRA over one year. High-resolution folding is dramatically more frequent and sig-26

nificantly better-correlated with tropospheric ozone. In particular, folding of deep tro-27

pospheric extent is nearly 100% missing at low resolution, and folding–ozone correlations28

increase most with resolution along midlatitude storm tracks, where deep folding is most29

common. Our results imply that STT is more attributable to tropopause folding than30

implied by low-resolution analysis, likely associated with resolving filamentary, deep fold-31

ing.32

Plain Language Summary33

“Tropopause folding” refers to high-altitude atmospheric events wherein the “tropopause”34

(the boundary separating the troposphere, the lowest atmospheric layer, from the strato-35

sphere above it) is perturbed, “folding” downward and allowing stratospheric air to in-36

trude into the troposphere. These intrusions can enable stratosphere-to-troposphere trans-37

port (STT) of ozone, a pollutant and greenhouse gas in the troposphere—however, how38

strongly such events affect tropospheric ozone remains unclear. Here, we identify tropopause39

folding occurrences in both high- and low-resolution representations of atmospheric mo-40

tion throughout one year, and assess how strongly each representation of folding is re-41

lated to the estimated movement of tropospheric ozone. First, a high-resolution view re-42

veals that folding events are much more frequent and widespread—and penetrate fur-43

ther into the troposphere, becoming more filamented—than visible at lower resolution.44

Moreover, folding at higher resolution is more closely correlated with tropospheric ozone45

behavior. These findings imply that folding may exert influence over a larger proportion46

of ozone STT (and potentially of the overall behavior of tropospheric ozone) than is sug-47

gested by coarse representations of folding. Furthermore, they underscore the importance48
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of representing such skinny, filamentary features in estimates of atmospheric motion and49

transport of gases.50

1 Introduction51

Ozone in the stratosphere is beneficial to life on earth, but in the troposphere (where52

it is much rarer) it is a pollutant hazardous to human health and crops (Krzyzanowski53

& Cohen, 2008; Monks et al., 2015) and an effective greenhouse gas (Myhre et al., 2013).54

Understanding the sources of tropospheric ozone is thus societally and climatically im-55

portant. While photochemical production is the largest source of tropospheric ozone, stratosphere-56

to-troposphere transport (STT) is a significant contributor (Neu et al., 2014; Hess et al.,57

2015; Williams et al., 2019), and stratospheric influence on tropospheric ozone is pro-58

jected to strengthen due both to global-warming-related changes in the stratospheric cir-59

culation and to stratospheric ozone recovery (Hegglin & Shepherd, 2009; Hess et al., 2015;60

Banerjee et al., 2016; Meul et al., 2018; Akritidis et al., 2019; Fu & Tian, 2019).61

The dominant mechanism for STT of air is tropopause folding (Stohl et al., 2003),62

wherein an intrusion of the stratosphere into the troposphere allows exchange between63

the two layers, increasing local upper- and mid-tropospheric ozone concentrations (Danielsen,64

1968; Shapiro, 1980). Folding is responsible for large stratospheric influence on surface65

ozone and air-quality-exceedance events in some regions—notably the summertime east-66

ern Mediterranean, Middle East, and Afghanistan (Tyrlis et al., 2014; Zanis et al., 2014;67

Akritidis et al., 2016) and the wintertime and springtime western United States (Langford68

et al., 1996; Langford & Reid, 1998; Langford et al., 2009; Lefohn et al., 2012; Lin et al.,69

2012; Skerlak et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020) and Tibetan Plateau (Sprenger70

et al., 2003; X. L. Chen et al., 2011; X. Chen et al., 2013; Skerlak et al., 2014). However,71

this influence is not well constrained, and it is important to more systematically under-72

stand tropopause folding’s role in influencing ozone STT and tropospheric ozone (Beekmann73

et al., 1997; Skerlak et al., 2014).74

Gaps in understanding the relationships between tropopause folding, ozone STT,75

and tropospheric ozone have persisted for decades, limited by both meteorological and76

chemical data. While global-scale studies have analyzed folding itself (Skerlak et al., 2015;77

Akritidis et al., 2021) and its role in STT (Sprenger et al., 2003; Akritidis et al., 2019),78

to date such analysis has been restricted to low horizontal resolution (>80 km, e.g., ERA-79
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Interim). However, because folding is a meso- to synoptic-scale process, capturing fold80

morphology and fold-related turbulent STT processes requires resolutions <50 km (Knowland81

et al., 2017; Buker et al., 2005; Spreitzer et al., 2019). Consequently, the frequency of82

“double-tropopause” structures (of which folding is one type) is significantly higher in83

high-resolution ERA5 versus ERA-Interim (Hoffmann & Spang, 2022). High-resolution84

observational evidence, although sparse and localized, has suggested that atmospheric85

transport structures are horizontally and vertically filamentary, characterized by thin,86

diffusion-resistant layers (Danielsen, 1959; Appenzeller & Davies, 1992; Appenzeller et87

al., 1996; Newell et al., 1996, 1999; Trickl et al., 2010, 2020). Resolution may therefore88

greatly impact the representation of tropopause folding and its associated transport. Sec-89

ond, the fidelity of reanalysis ozone (particularly tropospheric) is constrained by both90

observational sparseness and, crucially, a lack of integrated chemical transport models91

(Dragani, 2010; Knowland et al., 2017; Wargan et al., 2017; Park et al., 2020). There-92

fore, despite reanalysis- and observation-based research on folding and its STT and ozone93

impacts (largely separately), a systematic global-scale relation of tropospheric ozone to94

tropopause folding has remained elusive.95

Characterization of tropopause folding and its relationship with tropospheric ozone96

therefore lacks both (1) analysis of folding in a global dataset of sufficient meteorolog-97

ical fidelity, and (2) analysis of its ozone impacts in a global dataset of sufficient chem-98

ical fidelity. Here, addressing both gaps, we identify folding throughout one year in both99

high-resolution reanalysis ERA5 and a lower-resolution chemical reanalysis CAMSRA100

(with meteorology assimilated nearly-identically to ERA5 but at the resolution of ERA-101

Interim), and assess the relationship between both folding datasets and tropospheric ozone102

(derived from CAMSRA). Specifically, we address the following questions:103

1. How are frequencies and global distributions of folding affected by spatial reso-104

lution?105

2. How is the relationship between folding and tropospheric ozone affected by fold-106

ing resolution?107

3. How may folding frequency or morphology differences account for differing fold-108

ing–ozone relationships?109

4. What do our findings imply about ozone STT associated with folding, and tro-110

pospheric transport structures generally?111
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2 Data and Methods112

We analyze data throughout 2012 from reanalyses CAMSRA (Copernicus Atmo-113

sphere Monitoring Service Reanalysis; European Center for Medium-range Weather Fore-114

casting [ECMWF]) and ERA5 (ECMWF Reanalysis v5). CAMSRA (Inness et al., 2019)115

is a new chemical reanalysis at T255 spectral horizontal resolution (0.75◦, 79 km grid)116

and 60 vertical levels to 0.1 hPa. ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) is the latest ECMWF117

meteorological reanalysis at T639 resolution (0.25◦, 31 km) and 137 levels to 0.01 hPa.118

Both reanalyses are produced by ECMWF’s Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) using119

4D-Var data assimilation; ERA5 uses IFS Cycle 41r2 and CAMSRA uses Cycle 42r1 (both120

implemented in 2016). CAMSRA meteorological fields are at the resolution of ERA-Interim121

(Dee et al., 2011) but produced with an updated model cycle nearly equivalent to that122

of ERA5 (ERA-Interim used Cycle 31r2, implemented in 2006)—therefore, the differ-123

ence between CAMSRA and ERA5 meteorology is likely almost entirely due to resolu-124

tion, even more strictly than between ERA-Interim and ERA5. From each reanalysis,125

we obtained six-hourly zonal and meridional wind components, potential temperature,126

and specific humidity at model levels up to 50 hPa, and surface pressure.127

From CAMSRA, we also obtained ozone at pressure levels 250 hPa, 500 hPa, and128

850 hPa, and a stratospheric ozone tracer (O3S) interpolated to the same pressure lev-129

els from model levels. Unlike other reanalyses that assimilate ozone observations (such130

as NASA’s Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications 2 [MERRA-131

2], and ERA5), CAMSRA employs a chemical transport model (CTM) integrated into132

IFS—the Carbon Bond 2005 (CB05) chemistry mechanism, derived from Transport Model133

5 (Huijnen et al., 2010; Flemming et al., 2015). While two previous chemistry reanal-134

yses from ECMWF (MACC and GEMS) also employed a CTM, it remained two-way135

coupled to IFS instead of directly integrated (on-line) within it, and while one other re-136

analysis employs a CTM (Tropospheric Chemical Reanalysis 2 [TCR-2] from the Japan137

Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology [JAMSTEC]) it is of much coarser res-138

olution (1.1◦, 27 levels). A regional study found the inclusion of a dedicated CTM in re-139

analyses, as opposed to a one-way meteorology-chemistry relationship, to be more de-140

terminative of tropospheric composition fidelity than other factors such as resolution (Park141

et al., 2020). Furthermore, CAMSRA ozone has been shown to be broadly consistent with142

observations in the upper troposphere during stratospheric intrusions over Europe, de-143

spite overestimation in some sites (Akritidis et al., 2022). Stratospheric ozone in CAM-144
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SRA is parameterized using the Cariolle scheme (Cariolle & Déqué, 1986; Cariolle & Teyssèdre,145

2007), and subject to data assimilation. O3S is identical to total ozone in the stratosphere,146

but once across the tropopause (a spatially-varying pressure threshold fixed in time) it147

is freely transported and subject to chemical loss and deposition, but not production.148

It therefore roughly represents the portion of tropospheric ozone deriving from the strato-149

sphere, likely tending towards an upper limit.150

To identify tropopause folding in CAMSRA and ERA5, we apply a modified ver-151

sion of the algorithm of Skerlak et al. (2015) (building on Sprenger et al., 2003; Skerlak152

et al., 2014). The algorithm first defines the dynamical tropopause as the lower of the153

±2 Potential Vorticity Unit (PVU) or 380 K potential temperature surface. At each timestep,154

folding is identified in each atmospheric column in which the tropopause is crossed in155

the vertical three or more times. Pressure values of the three crossings (interpolated be-156

tween model levels based on the PV profile) are saved: pmin and pmax are the pressures157

of the upper and lower crossings and dp is the pressure difference between the upper and158

middle crossings (Figure 1a). Folded columns are classified into three depth ranges: Shal-159

low (50 hPa ≤ dp < 200 hPa), Medium (200 hPa ≤ dp < 350 hPa), and Deep (dp ≥160

350 hPa), ignoring folding < 50 hPa. However, high-PV anomalies can arise in the tro-161

posphere independently from folding (e.g., fully cut-off from the stratosphere, or gen-162

erated by diabatic or surface frictional processes). Therefore, to avoid spuriously iden-163

tifying folding, the algorithm labels each 3D grid cell as either troposphere, stratosphere,164

troposphere but high-PV, or stratosphere but low-PV. In our analysis, ERA5’s high res-165

olution necessitated modifications to the algorithm to avoid occasional classifications of166

the entire stratosphere as high-PV surface-connected (therefore tropospheric) air (see167

details in Supplementary Information). Comparing folding identification with versus with-168

out our modifications shows them to be generally conservative, reducing folding frequency169

(Figure S1).170

Analysis year 2012 was chosen in order to minimize discontinuities in assimilated171

ozone data and provide the most recent data free of known instrumentation biases (affecting172

CAMSRA ozone from 2013 onwards; Inness et al., 2019; Wagner et al., 2021). Folding173

frequencies in 2012 are roughly consistent with the 1979–2014 average (from ERA-Interim;174

Figure S1). Because a single year was used, ozone and folding fields were deseasonalized175

by removing smoothed local monthly averages before correlation analysis.176
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3 Results177

1/1/2012, 1200Z

pmax

dp

pmin

Tropopause folding 
(CAMSRA and 
ERA5)

O3 at 500hPa 
(CAMSRA)

a b

c

d

Figure 1. Comparison of a tropopause fold cross-section, vertical resolution, and

snapshot folding and mid-tropospheric ozone in CAMSRA and ERA5. a): Dynamical

tropopauses in CAMSRA and ERA5, and ozone from CAMSRA, along a latitudinal cross-section

(line in c–d)) on 1/1/2012 (1200Z). The ERA5 tropopause is folded throughout a range of

columns (∼ 51◦–53◦N); pressure parameters pmin, dp, and pmax produced by the folding iden-

tification algorithm (see Data and Methods) are illustrated for one column. b): CAMSRA and

ERA5 vertical resolution; dots indicate model levels. c–d): All columns with folding identified in

CAMSRA, ERA5, or both (c)), and 500 hPa ozone (d)), during the example timestep.

We first show an example of tropopause folding captured only at higher resolution:178

a latitudinal cross-section displays a fold in the ERA5 tropopause that CAMSRA’s tropopause179

is too coarse to resolve (Figure 1a). Meanwhile, in this fold’s vicinity, ozone (in CAM-180

SRA) intrudes from the stratosphere into the troposphere—hence, while the intrusion181
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itself is resolved by CAMSRA, its relationship to folding is only captured by a higher-182

resolution tropopause. More broadly, during the example timestep, folding is much more183

widespread in ERA5, and reveals stronger correspondence with mid-tropospheric ozone,184

overlapping with many filamentary ozone structures that CAMSRA folding does not (Fig-185

ure 1c–d). This improved correspondence generally persists across the 250, 500, and 850186

hPa levels for both total (O3) and stratosphere-sourced (O3S) ozone, although the gen-187

eral folding–ozone relationship weakens in the tropics and at 850 hPa (Figure S2). This188

cross-section suggests an important role for vertical resolution—accordingly, ERA5’s is189

at least roughly double CAMSRA’s throughout the troposphere (Figure 1b)—while a190

geographic perspective also emphasizes horizontal resolution (Figure 1c–d). Overall, it191

appears common that ozone intrusions are only revealed to be associated with folding192

when the tropopause is seen at high-enough resolution. In such cases, the transport it-193

self occurs at scales larger than the ERA5-identified folding—CAMSRA ozone is advected194

by resolved winds—entering the troposphere despite an unfolded (coarsely-resolved) tropopause.195

(Meanwhile, it is possible that alternative tropopause definitions may identify folding196

in better alignment with transport at lower resolution, especially if based on tracers, but197

this is beyond our scope).198
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Folding missed by CAMSRA

a b

c d

e f g h i

Figure 2. One-year tropopause folding frequencies in CAMSRA and ERA5. a–b):

Folding frequency throughout 2012, in fractional units (0.1 = 36.5 days per year). c–d): Fre-

quency difference (ERA5 – CAMSRA) and ratio (ERA5 / CAMSRA). e–g): Zonal-mean fre-

quency of Shallow, Medium, and Deep folding (note x -axis scales). h–i): Zonal-mean frequency

ratio and percentage of folding missed by the lower-frequency dataset (i.e., the frequency differ-

ence in c) as a percentage of the greater of the two at each grid cell) separated by depth range,

with running 10◦ means.

Expanding our analysis to one year, we find that folding frequency increases nearly199

everywhere from CAMSRA to ERA5 (Figure 2a–c). Vertical resolution likely plays an200

important role: folds are more often below model-level resolution in CAMSRA than ERA5,201

with ERA5 folds largely occurring at resolved scales (Figure S3). Their frequency dif-202

ference (Figure 2c) resembles the underlying distributions (largest along the subtropi-203

cal jets [STJs], especially over the South Indian Ocean, Middle East, and North Africa),204

most closely mirroring ERA5’s. However, relative frequency differences (Figure 2d) re-205

veal where CAMSRA particularly under-represents folding, highlighting areas with gen-206

erally rarer folding. Over much of the extratropics, folding increases >10-fold between207
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datasets; many areas with zero CAMSRA folding approach 2% in ERA5. Additionally,208

while absolute frequency increases are largest for shallower folds (due to their greater209

prevalence), relative increases are strongest for deeper folds (Figure 2e–i). Furthermore,210

zonal-mean distributions of Medium and Deep folding in CAMSRA fail to capture to first211

order their prominent midlatitude peaks evident in ERA5. Zonal-mean frequency ratio212

(Figure 2h) and percentage of ERA5 folding missed by CAMSRA (Figure 2i) confirm213

that deeper folding is more likely to be uncaptured at low resolution. Specifically, while214

around half of ERA5 folding is missed by CAMSRA at its dominant latitudes (rising to215

>90% in the extratropics and overall nearly 90% on average), nearly 100% of Deep fold-216

ing is missed almost everywhere (Figure 2i, S4).217

The finding that lower resolution disproportionately misses deeper folding likely218

reflects that as intrusions extend deeper into the troposphere they tend to become more219

filamentary, hence more difficult to resolve vertically. Accordingly, the distribution of av-220

erage folding depth (Figure S5) very strongly predicts that of frequency ratio (Figure221

2d). Such an underestimation of specifically deeper intrusions into the troposphere may222

be consequential towards capturing folding’s relationship with tropospheric ozone: there-223

fore, we next investigate the influence of folding resolution on temporal correlations be-224

tween folding activity and ozone STT.225
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k

d

h

l

Figure 3. Correlations between tropopause folding and CAMSRA ozone at three

pressure levels. a): Spearman’s rank correlation between folding occurrence in CAMSRA and

stratospheric ozone tracer (O3S, from CAMSRA) at 250 hPa, throughout 2012, dotted where

insignificant (α = 0.05). b): As in a) but for ERA5 folding. In other words, between a) and b)

the same O3S field is correlated against two different folding fields. c): Difference in correlation

coefficients, dotted where insignificant. d): Zonal means of a–c). e–l): As in a–d) but for O3S

at 500 and 850 hPa. Fields are coarsened to 4.5◦ × 4.5◦ (250, 500 hPa) or 9◦ × 9◦ (850 hPa),

and smoothed by one-day (500 hPa) or three-day (850 hPa) running means, to better capture

non-local ozone impacts of folding; only Medium and Deep folding is considered at 850 hPa.

Accompanying increased fold frequency with increased resolution, the correlation226

between folding and tropospheric O3S (to most directly reflect STT) significantly strength-227

ens, outside the tropics (Figure 3). The relationship between folding and 250 hPa O3S228

closely follows underlying fold frequency distributions (Figure 2a–b, e): correlation max-229

imizes along STJs, reaching 0.40 for CAMSRA and 0.45 for ERA5, and generally strength-230

ens with higher folding frequency (Figure 3a–d). However, correlations strengthen most231

where relative (Figure 2d) rather than absolute (Figure 2c) frequency differences are high-232

est, increasing by ∼0.2 from near-zero in CAMSRA throughout much of the extratrop-233

ics (where 250 hPa most represents the upper troposphere / lower stratosphere region).234
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At 500 hPa, O3S is most correlated to folding in the extratropics, emphasizing storm tracks235

rather than STJs (Figure 3e–f, h). Correlations strongly mirror folding depth (Figure236

S5), implying that deeper midlatitude folds, though rarer than STJ-related folds, are more237

powerfully associated with mid-tropospheric ozone. O3S at 500 hPa is roughly twice as238

correlated to ERA5 folding as to CAMSRA folding, reaching ∼0.4 over widespread re-239

gions, and correlation improvements again reflect relative frequency increases, as well as240

Medium and Deep folding differences (Figure S6). At 850 hPa, O3S is much less corre-241

lated with folding overall (Figure 3i–j, l), perhaps partially reflecting that folding-related242

ozone impacts may be spatially offset from folding itself after transport into the lower243

troposphere. However, O3S correlation with ERA5 folding reveals maxima in known hotspots244

of strong stratospheric and folding influence on near-surface ozone (not well captured245

by CAMSRA folding), including western North America, the Tibetan Plateau, the Mediter-246

ranean, and storm track regions (Skerlak et al., 2014). Increases in correlation generally247

follow Medium and Deep fold frequency increases—strongest over North America and248

the eastern Pacific and Southern Ocean storm tracks (Figure 3k).249

Since O3S’s stronger relation to ERA5 than CAMSRA folding occurs alongside more250

frequent folding, we argue that ozone STT may be more attributable to folding than low-251

resolution folding implies. In other words, ozone STT occurring without folding in CAM-252

SRA is revealed to occur in the vicinity of folding at smaller scales, as suggested by Fig-253

ure 1. Altogether, correlations strengthen most at the approximate latitudes of maxi-254

mum ozone STT—in midlatitudes, poleward of STJs (Hsu & Prather, 2009; Skerlak et255

al., 2014)—implying the relevance of these changes for overall STT. Furthermore, Fig-256

ure 3’s correlation results are generally consistent when substituting total ozone for O3S,257

(Figure S7)—except at 850 hPa, where its drivers are very diverse—suggesting that folding-258

related O3S is important to total (free-tropospheric) ozone.259
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a b

c

d

Figure 4. Tropopause folding morphology in CAMSRA and ERA5. a–b): Compos-

ited latitudinal cross-sections of Deep folds in ERA5 (i.e., throughout ranges of columns where

folding depth dp exceeds 350 hPa, centered horizontally on the column of smallest dp and ver-

tically on that column’s middle tropopause crossing), for folding identified in both ERA5 and

CAMSRA simultaneously (a)) versus only in ERA5 (b)). The composited field is a binary la-

bel delineating troposphere (0) versus stratosphere (1), producing an average fold morphology;

0.1 and 0.9 contours are indicated. c): Histograms of dp for folding in CAMSRA and ERA5 in

each depth category, with means compared. d): As in c) but for folding thickness (the pressure

difference between the lowest and middle tropopause crossings, pmax− (pmin + dp)).

Following Figure 3’s suggestion of deeper folding’s role in strengthening ozone cor-260

relations, we directly investigate fold morphology, confirming that higher-resolution fold-261

ing is both deeper and thinner, especially for Deep folding (Figure 4). Composites of ∼190,000262
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Deep fold cross-sections in ERA5 compare folding captured by both CAMSRA and ERA5263

with that only captured by ERA5 (Figure 4a–b). To compare fold morphology, we com-264

posite a binary label field that geometrically delineates the stratosphere and troposphere.265

Cross-sections are fixed around folds’ column of minimum depth (exceeding 350 hPa)266

and their middle tropopause crossing in that column (see Figure 4 caption), so that fold267

depth (negative pressures) and thickness (positive pressures) can both be compared across268

cross-sections. These cross-sections capture only folds’ latitudinal component; however,269

we note that even primarily-longitudinal folds likely still express in latitude (e.g., Fig-270

ure 1’s example). From CAMSRA to ERA5, the 0.1 (90% stratospheric) contour thins271

everywhere along the composite fold, indicating decreased thickness—meanwhile, the 0.9272

contour rises further above the fold, indicating increased depth (Figure 4a). Moreover,273

depth and thickness histograms (Figure 4c–d) quantitatively confirm that with increas-274

ing resolution, folding becomes deeper but thinner, consistently across folding depth cat-275

egories (geospatially resolved in Figure S8). Deep folding is most affected, becoming on276

average 17 hPa deeper and 6 hPa thinner. Furthermore, in columns where ERA5 iden-277

tifies Deep folding but CAMSRA fails, CAMSRA almost exclusively identifies no fold-278

ing rather than simulating Medium or Shallow folding (Figure S9), confirming that CAM-279

SRA specifically underresolves the tips of intrusions.280

Figure 4 therefore provides evidence that resolving deeper, thinner folding is par-281

ticularly responsible for uncovering stronger relationships between folding and tropospheric282

ozone. Specifically, with higher-resolution folding, ozone anomalies at greater distance283

from the tropopause may remain attributable to folding activity, as epitomized by Fig-284

ure 1a’s cross-section: the fold tip in ERA5 extends deeper than in CAMSRA (which285

finds no fold), overlapping with more of the underlying ozone intrusion and thereby re-286

vealing that deeper parts of it are attributable to folding.287
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4 Conclusions and Discussion288

In this study, we identified tropopause folding in two reanalyses—high-resolution289

ERA5 and lower-resolution chemical reanalysis CAMSRA (providing nearly identical me-290

teorology but at the resolution of ERA-Interim). We compared the distribution and char-291

acteristics of folding in ERA5 (the highest-resolution such analysis to date) to those in292

CAMSRA, and assessed the relationships of folding at both resolutions with tropospheric293

ozone (from CAMSRA), to examine folding’s role in the behavior of tropospheric ozone294

and its transport from the stratosphere. Our conclusions and their implications are as295

follows:296

1. Higher-resolution folding is markedly more frequent. Between datasets, frequency297

increases most along the subtropical jets and for shallower folds, but increases rel-298

atively most in the extratropics and for deeper folds (∼10–100-fold). Deep fold-299

ing is nearly 100% unrepresented at lower resolution, as is ∼90% of all folding.300

2. Higher-resolution folding reveals significantly stronger correlations between fold-301

ing and upper- and mid-tropospheric O3S (stratospheric ozone tracer), especially302

where relative fold frequency increases are greatest and folds are deeper.303

3. Higher-resolution folding’s correlation with near-surface O3S highlights known hotspots304

of stratospheric ozone influence uncaptured by low-resolution folding.305

4. Correlations of folding with O3S and with total ozone are largely consistent with306

each other (above 850 hPa).307

5. Increased resolution reveals folding to be deeper and thinner, suggesting that such308

folding may contribute significantly to folding–ozone correlations.309

Together, our results suggest that ozone STT and tropospheric ozone are more sys-310

tematically associated with tropopause folding than implied based on low-resolution fold-311

ing. Specifically, of the ozone STT commonly occurring despite an unfolded (coarsely-312

resolved) tropopause in CAMSRA, much is revealed to be occurring in the vicinity of313

smaller-scale folding that is only visible at higher resolution. While this work compares314

one (low-resolution) ozone dataset against two different folding datasets, future work will315

also assess ozone at high resolution to understand folding-associated STT in greater de-316

tail.317
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While no studies have as comprehensively addressed both folding and its relation-318

ship to ozone transport, several have indicated the significance of folding in such pro-319

cesses: localized observational and process-based studies have demonstrated strong ozone320

STT within intrusions, extending deep into the troposphere, and broader-scale studies321

have noted the important influence of stratospheric ozone on tropospheric ozone (Langford322

et al., 1996; Langford & Reid, 1998; Langford et al., 2009; Lefohn et al., 2012; Hess et323

al., 2015; Neu et al., 2014; Skerlak et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020).324

While folding’s importance to STT of air is well established (Stohl et al., 2003), such a325

systematic linkage to specifically ozone STT is lacking. Here, we provide systematic ev-326

idence that higher-resolution folding accounts for a larger proportion of ozone STT than327

lower-resolution folding. Our findings are specifically consistent with midlatitude-cyclone-328

associated folding representing a primary STT mechanism (with cyclone dry intrusions329

previously found to contribute 42% of NH ozone STT; Jaeglé et al., 2017). We show that,330

although ozone STT is known to be strongest along storm tracks (Skerlak et al., 2014;331

Hsu & Prather, 2009), its linkage with folding in these areas has remained uncaptured332

by low-resolution folding climatologies, which underrepresent midlatitude folding due to333

its smaller scales.334

Furthermore, the particular importance of thinner and deeper folding to tropospheric335

ozone underscores atmospheric transport’s filamentary nature. Transport in the stable,336

highly-sheared free troposphere dominantly occurs in thin layers and plumes that fila-337

ment, resisting diffusion (Newell et al., 1999; Stoller et al., 1999; Thouret et al., 2000;338

Heald et al., 2003). Consequently, high-concentration layers are known to enable strong339

localized stratospheric influence on near-surface (Trickl et al., 2010, 2020) and mid-tropospheric340

(Trickl et al., 2011) ozone. However, current global models fail to represent transport341

plumes’ observed persistence due to resolution-related over-diffusion (Eastham & Jacob,342

2017; Zhuang et al., 2018). Our results imply that such small-scale structures are sys-343

tematically representative of tropospheric ozone and STT, so that representing such fil-344

amentary processes in reanalysis and model simulations is crucial to accurately simulat-345

ing tropospheric ozone and its transport.346
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Introduction

This file contains a text section providing details of the modifications we made to

the tropopause folding algorithm, and a Supplementary Figures section containing seven

figures mentioned in the main article.

Text S1
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The folding algorithm we apply to CAMSRA and ERA5 is based on the algorithm

originally developed by Sprenger, Maspoli, and Wernli (2003) and further sophisticated by

Skerlak, Sprenger, and Wernli (2014) (the labelling portion of the algorithm) and Skerlak,

Sprenger, Pfahl, Tyrlis, and Wernli (2015). Its labelling routine produces a label from 1–5

for each grid cell (in 3-D) at each timestep. As alluded to in the main text, these labels

geometrically separate grid cells as belonging to either the troposphere or stratosphere,

mostly based on their potential vorticity (PV) value but with a few exceptions where PV

cannot itself determine which body a certain grid cell belongs to. The labels correspond

as follows: 1, troposphere; 2, stratosphere; 3; stratospheric cutoff or diabatically produced

PV anomaly; 4, tropospheric cutoff; 5, surface-bound cyclonic PV anomaly. Labels 1, 3,

and 5 therefore constitute the troposphere and labels 2 and 4 constitute the stratosphere,

where labels 3, 4, and 5 designate the exceptions with PV not indicative of its surrounding

body. See Skerlak et al. (2015) for further details.

As mentioned in the main text, it was necessary to make modifications to successfully

apply it to ERA5 data. We found that because of ERA5’s very high resolution it was

susceptible to finding pathways of high-PV air connecting the stratosphere all the way to

the surface that are thin enough to be obscured at lower resolution. For such timesteps,

the entire stratosphere would constitute a single surface-connected high-PV region, thus

receiving label 5 (troposphere), and folding identification would be disallowed anywhere

due to filters that help avoid spurious fold identification (see Skerlak et al. (2015) for

details of such spurious cases that justify the filters).
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The spread of label 5 into the stratosphere was partly attributable to the algorithm’s

strategy of horizontally propagating labels 5 and 3 into areas of label 2, as long as the

area of label 2 is connected to a label 5 grid cell at a higher level. In ERA5 this allowed

a single area of label 5 high up in the atmosphere at any location to propagate very

extensively horizontally and downward. Our first modification was to deactivate this

horizontal propagation behavior, which was introduced for mostly aesthetic reasons in

the first place. Specifically, if one compares Figure 1 in Skerlak et al. (2014) against

Figure 1 in Skerlak et al. (2015), this behavioral change between the two iterations is

responsible for the label 2 “stratospheric funnel” seen in Skerlak et al. (2014) (where label

2 extends through the label 5 blob all the way to the surface) instead being ”filled in”

with label 5, such that label 5 propagates up to the level of thinnest funnel diameter, as

seen in Skerlak et al. (2015).

However, despite this modification, label 5 (or 3) could still sometimes spuriously prop-

agate throughout the stratosphere, invalidating some timesteps. We therefore introduced

new conditions to replace appropriate label 5/3 regions that are connected to the strato-

sphere with label 2, but adopted three conditions to ensure conservativeness.

1. We first impose a condition that such a label 5/3 parcel must be within the upper

half of the troposphere (i.e., if a grid cell’s pressure distance from the local tropopause is

smaller than that from the surface). This condition is very similar to one introduced in

Skerlak et al. (2014) wherein label 2 was allowed to propagate horizontally (if contacting

label 5) only in the upper half of the troposphere. We lift this lower-troposphere restric-

tion for the approximate Tibetan Plateau region (25°–40°N, 75°–110°E)—its close surface
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proximity to the tropopause means that even label 5 regions in the lower troposphere can

lead to stratospheric label 5 propagation and missed fold identification (nevertheless, we

still find very small to zero frequency differences between CAMSRA and ERA5 in this

region (see Figure 2), which by comparisons of cases seems likely to somewhat represent a

masking of otherwise increased ERA5 folding frequency, due to persisting spurious label 5

propagation—the frequency differences in this region shown in the main text are therefore

likely conservative).

2. Additionally, we only allow relabelling of 5/3 to 2 if the tropopause is greater than

200 hPa from the surface, which for example helps avoid spurious fold identification in

winter in Antarctica where very low tropopause heights and high topography with strong

surface cooling can create high-PV layers correctly assigned label 5, as discussed in Skerlak

et al. (2015).

3. Finally, we modified the algorithm’s usage of specific humidity as an indicator of

stratospheric air. In the version in Skerlak et al. (2015), as shown in their Figure 4, the

threshold q = 0.1 g kg−1 helps separate low-altitude high-PV airmasses (moist tropo-

spheric air) that merge with a real fold (dry stratospheric air), by determining a level up

to which label 5/3 can propagate. Here, we use this threshold in a more restrictive way

as a third condition. We disallow any relabelling from 5/3 to 2 for grid cells exceeding

it, and we furthermore relabel all cells labelled 2 exceeding it to 5/3—essentially, we use

the threshold as a 3-D contour outside of which label 2 is never allowed, as opposed to a

vertical level affecting the relabelling of 2 to 5/3, which permitted label 2 to sometimes

persist into air moister than the threshold.
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As seen in Figure S1 below, our modifications altogether produce a dominantly conser-

vative effect on folding frequencies, for Medium and Deep folding in particular. Our final

modified version of the algorithm (specifically, a Fortran code file containing both the 3-D

labelling routine and the tropopause fold detection routine based on that label field) is

available at [insert Zenodo link ].
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Figure S1. Comparison of 2012 folding to other years, and between folding detection
algorithms. Left to right : Zonal-mean fold frequencies are shown for each depth category.
The thick light gray line shows the zonal mean tropopause folding frequency over 1979–2014 in
ERA-Interim, provided by the ETH Zürich archive (available at http://eraiclim.ethz.ch/). The
light blue line isolates the year 2012, showing that 2012 is representative of the underlying aver-
age frequency. The dotted red line shows the zonal average frequencies over 2012 in CAMSRA,
generated by a newer version of the 3-D labelling algorithm (from Skerlak et al. (2015)). This
version introduced more conservativeness in identifying folds than previous versions, likely ac-
counting for most of the difference between it and the ERA-Interim 2012 frequencies (light blue),
since the ERA-Interim and CAMSRA meteorologies were produced by the same model (IFS,
albeit different model cycles) and at the same resolution. The differences are almost everywhere
a reduction in frequency, and are proportionately stronger for Medium and Deep folds. Finally,
the dark blue line shows frequencies over 2012 in CAMSRA generated by our modified version of
the algorithm, showing that our edits were conservative, reducing frequency nearly everywhere
compared with the dotted red line.
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Figure S2. Folding and ozone snapshots at various levels from CAMSRA and
ERA5. Top left: Tropopause folding in both CAMSRA and ERA5 on 1/1/2012 at 1200Z
(same timestep as Figure 1a,c–d). Top right: For the same timestep, the spatial correlations
between CAMSRA folding and each ozone snapshot shown below (blue markers), versus the same
with ERA5 folding (orange markers). Second row: For the same timestep, CAMSRA ozone,
ERA5 ozone, and CAMSRA stratospheric ozone tracer O3S (left to right) at the 250 hPa level.
Third and fourth rows: As in second row but for the 500 and 850 hPa levels. (Top panel
and 500 hPa O3 are as in Figure 1c and d but over the whole globe.)
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Figure S3. Fold thickness vs. model level resolution. Top row: For all Shallow folded
columns during 2012 in CAMSRA (left) and ERA5 (right), a bivariate density histogram is
shown. x -axis: the difference between the fold’s vertical thickness (pmax–[pmin+dp]; see Figure
4) and the model level thickness at the column’s lowest tropopause crossing. y-axis: the pressure
at the lowest tropopuase crossing (pmax ). Middle and bottom rows: Same as top row but
for Medium and Deep folding occurrences.
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Spatially aggregated statistics

S+M+D Shallow Medium Deep

(ΣERA5 –
ΣCAMSRA) 

/ ΣERA5
68% 66% 85% 93%

Figure S4. Statistics of folding missed by CAMSRA (or ERA5) over 2012. Top: As
in Figure 2i but showing the whole globe instead of a zonal mean. At each gridcell, the percentage
of folding in whichever dataset is higher frequency that is missed by whichever dataset is lower
frequency (signed positive if ERA5 is higher frequency). In other words, the difference in folding
frequency (ERA5 minus CAMSRA), expressed as a percentage of the greater of the two. Areas
with no color indicate no folding in either dataset. Middle: Histogram of all gridcell values
in the map above. Statistics are shown in the legend: the modes, medians, means, and area-
weighted means for each of the folding depth categories are shown, with accompanying vertical
lines (S+M+D, Shallow, Medium, and Deep in blue, pink, red, and dark red). For example,
across all gridcells, it is most common for 100% of ERA5 folding at a given location during 2012
to be missed by CAMSRA (i.e., at a given gridcell, CAMSRA folding frequency is zero while
ERA5 frequency is non-zero). On average across all locations, nearly 100% of ERA5 Deep folding
is missing in CAMSRA (ranging from 94% to 100% by averaging type). Bottom: Statistics that
ignore the location and timing of folding: the total number of CAMSRA folding occurrences over
all locations and times in 2012 is compared to that of ERA5, for each depth category. For
example, the total number of Deep folded columns is 93% lower in CAMSRA than in ERA5.
Note that these sums are taken on the same grid (that of CAMSRA).
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Figure S5. Depth of folding in spatial detail. Depth of folding (dp, see Figure 1a) as in
Figure 4c–d’s histograms, but shown as zonal means and full maps. Top: Zonal means of dp
in CAMSRA and ERA5 for Shallow, Medium, and Deep folds. x -axis is continuous; gray lines
indicate the three depth ranges. Second row: CAMSRA (left) and ERA5 (right) average folding
depths for Shallow folds. White indicates no folding over the whole year. This spatial distribution
of depth of Shallow folding tightly mirrors the folding frequency ratio (ERA5/CAMSRA) shown
in Figure 1d. Third and fourth rows: As in second row but for Medium and Deep folding.
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Figure S6. Folding frequency comparison by depth of folding. Top: (from left to
right) Frequency of Shallow folding in CAMSRA and ERA5, their difference (ERA5–CAMSRA),
their frequency ratio (ERA5/CAMSRA, with gray indicating zero denominator and non-zero
numerator), and the percentage of folding in the higher-frequency of the two datasets that is
missed by the lower-frequency of the two, as described in Figure S4’s caption. Middle and
bottom: As in top row but for Medium and Deep folding. Colorbar scales for the left three
columns change across rows; those for the right two columns do not.
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Figure S7. Correlations between CAMSRA tropospheric ozone and folding. As
in Figure 3 but using total ozone O3 instead of the stratospheric ozone tracer O3S. The same
conclusions are supported except at 850 hPa, where many other sources for tropospheric ozone
besides the stratosphere are important. The correspondence of these maps at 250 and 500 hPa
with those in Figure 3 indicates that O3S is tightly related to total ozone at those levels.
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Figure S8. Thickness of folding in spatial detail. As in Figure S5 but for folding thickness
(calculated as pmax− (dp + pmin))
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Figure S9. Fold cross-sections and folding types in CAMSRA where ERA5 identifies
Deep folding. Left: A composite (as in Figure 4a–b) across 1,416 latitudinal cross-sections
through column ranges in which any type of folding (Shallow, Medium, or Deep) is identified
in CAMSRA at the same location and time that Deep folding is identified in ERA5. The 0.9
contour falls around 400 hPa above the top of the intrusion, which is closer than in ERA5 for all
ERA5 Deep folding cases (Figure 4b). However, the 0.5 contour (not explicitly shown) is slightly
over 350 hPa above, implying that for most of the cases in which CAMSRA does identify folding
of any type, that folding is Deep. Right: Histogram of folding (or non-folding) types identified
in all CAMSRA columns corresponding to Deep folding instances in ERA5. When folding is
identified in CAMSRA it is most often Deep (1,500 columns) rather than Medium or Shallow
(494 or 37 columns), in agreement with the cross-section composite (left [wherein all 2,031 of
these columns belong to 1,416 contiguous latitudinal ranges]). However, across all 51,729 such
columns, nearly all (96.1%) identify no folding at all in CAMSRA. Together these findings imply
that CAMSRA is failing to resolve the tip of folds rather than resolving a fold at the wrong
depth.
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